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Abstract: Recent motivation to cut greenhouse gas emissions to combat climate change has led
to increasing transportation electrification. However, electric vehicle proliferation comes with a
number of challenges such as battery capacities and the range anxiety of electric vehicles. In this
paper, a review of the main components that affect electric vehicle adoption, which are charging
infrastructure and energy resources, is presented. We discuss the categories of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, based on the location-of-charge and the charging technology. In addition, a
review of the energy resources required for electric vehicles is also presented. The key features of
these batteries are also discussed.

Keywords: battery swapping; charging infrastructure; electric vehicle; energy resource; wired
charging; wireless charging

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) are fast becoming a popular substitute to internal combustion
engine (ICE) vehicles due to their ability to reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions [1]. A growing number of countries are making plans to phase out ICEs in
the near future [2,3]. Electric vehicles have an electrified powertrain, energy storage
systems, and extremely efficient electric motors [4]. Economic research by the Japanese
company Fuji forecasts the number of worldwide EV sales to reach 22.02 million in 2035 [5].
However, EVs have problems such as expensive batteries, long duration to recharge, limited
number of available stations for electric charging, power system issues, and range anxiety.
The battery costs for small passenger electric vehicles could reach almost one third of
the overall cost of the EV [6,7]. In relation to range anxiety, the “300-mile mantra” has
become a repetitive concern for a lot of prospective EV users. According to a Consumer
Reports study, 49% of the 3323 respondents requested at least a 300-mile recharge range
for their electric vehicles [8]. A large majority, or roughly 63%, anticipated a minimum
shifting range of 250 miles. Other research has also reported the “300-mile mantra” and
estimates that with about 1% of urban road electrification, EVs could comfortably achieve
the 300-mile range [9,10]. As a result, it has become an unofficial benchmark for range
anxiety diminution.

Charging infrastructure is key to an increased adoption of EVs. An increased distri-
bution of potential charging locations could ease the anxiety of potential EV users and
encourage their purchase of EVs. In acknowledgement of this, governments and entities
have attempted policies and measures to bridge the EV infrastructure gap to facilitate EV
adaption. Through policies, the Norwegian government has heavily invested in the growth
of charging infrastructure to increase the adoption of EVs since 2009 [10]. In addition, the
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US Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill makes USD 7.5 billion available for EV charging infrastruc-
ture development. This aims to provide 500,000 publicly accessible chargers throughout
the US with universal compatibility for all vehicles by 2030 [11].

In this paper, a review of electric vehicle charging infrastructure is presented. We
discuss the various classifications, research, and trends within this area. EV charging
infrastructure, categorized mainly into two areas—by location-of-charge and by charging
technology/technique—is presented and thoroughly discussed. In addition, the advantages
and drawbacks of these categories are also discussed. Furthermore, in this work, various
charging schemes for both wired and wireless electric vehicle charging infrastructure and
their advancements are laid out. In addition, a review of the energy resources required
to power electric vehicles is also presented. The key features of these resources are also
discussed. This work provides information that could benefit other researchers interested
in electric vehicle charging infrastructure and development. Figure 1 summarizes the
structure of the review presented in this paper. The advancement and trends within these
areas are exhaustively presented and discussed. The information presented in this review
could be used as a reference for other research within the area of EV infrastructure and
energy resources.
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The next sections are organized as follows. First, the electric vehicle charging infras-
tructure is introduced in Section 2, and all the categories of the infrastructure are thoroughly
discussed. Then, the various energy resources needed for EV applications are presented
in Section 3. The future prospects of EV charging infrastructure towards increased EV
adoption are laid out in Section 4, and the conclusion is made in Section 5.

2. Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

With the world’s shift towards clean energy and the concerted efforts to reduce green-
house emissions to combat climate change, electric vehicles are rapidly becoming the
alternative to fuel-based internal combustion engine vehicles. It is estimated that the
transportation sector alone accounted for 25% of the greenhouse gases in energy-related
sectors in 2009 [12,13]. Efforts are, therefore, being made to reduce these emissions from the
vehicular fleet and EV penetration into the transportation sector is at the forefront of this
drive. In [12], the Institute of Energy Agency (IEA) reports that electric car registrations
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increased by 41% in 2020, despite the COVID-19 pandemic inducing a drop in the world-
wide vehicle sales by 16%. In addition, the report describes a rise in EV sales by over 140%
during the first quarter of 2021 as compared to the same period in 2020. These numbers
indicate the increased penetration of EVs into the modern vehicular fleet and an increased
attractiveness of EVs. Data from [14] show a steep increase in EV models with light-duty
EV manufacturers offering more models in the market. This trend is shown in Figure 2.
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EV penetration, however, has not been without problems. Notable among these are
range anxiety due to relatively less available charging infrastructure as compared to ICEs [6].
This has been one of the most important limiting factors for faster EV adoption. Increased
investment in charging infrastructure is key to solving this problem and increasing the
adoption of EVs. This section expansively presents the available charging infrastructure
types and other research carried out within this area. Before this, however, we first review
various electric vehicles.

Generally, EVs can be divided into four main types [15]:

1. Battery electric vehicle;
2. Hybrid electric vehicles;
3. Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles;
4. Fuel cell electric vehicles.

2.1. Battery Electric Vehicles

Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are also known as all-electric vehicles (AEV). These
vehicles have battery packs that are their only source of energy. The only contribution of
these vehicles to pollution depends on the energy source that power the charging station—
whether it is clean energy or not—since they have no tailpipe emissions. They are, therefore,
classified as zero-emission vehicles [16].

2.2. Hybrid Electric Vehicles

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) run on a combination of an ICE and one or more
electric motors that draw power from batteries. The batteries in these EVs charge using
regenerative braking by harnessing the energy that is lost during braking in vehicles. HEVs
can either be mild or full hybrids, with series or parallel configuration. Mild EVs can allow
the engine to shut off when the car comes to a halt, and utilize a battery and electric motor
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to power the vehicle. Full hybrid vehicles have relatively larger batteries and can power
the EV over short distances at low speeds. Mild hybrids have the advantage of lower cost
over their full hybrid counterparts, whilst full hybrids provide more savings on fuel and
their batteries can power the EV, albeit over short distances [14].

2.3. Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are similar to HEVs in that they have two
sources to power the vehicle. However, unlike HEVs, PHEVs charge their batteries by
being plugged in to external power sources. The contribution of a PHEV to pollution is
directly proportional to the amount of time the EV operates in full electric mode or on
gasoline [16].

2.4. Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs)

Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) utilize hydrogen as their source of energy. They
employ fuel cells to produce electric power using compressed hydrogen gas stored in
highly pressured tanks and have an efficiency of about 60%, as compared to the 20–30%
of ICEs [17]. Like BEVs, FCEVs are zero-emission vehicles, with their contribution to
pollution from the source of hydrogen production, which may be from a clean energy or
not. Therefore, FCEVs combine the zero emissions of BEVs with the fast refueling time of
ICE vehicles. According to the IEA, global deployments of FCEVs was up by 13% in 2021
to over 1 million vehicles [18].

The proportion of these types of EVs according to data from [14] is shown in Figure 3,
with FCEVs being by far the smallest category of EVs available currently. Examples of these
types of EV models are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Types of EVs and their popular examples.

Type of EV Popular Examples of EVs

BEV Tesla Model 3, Tesla Model X, Tesla Model S, Model Y, Chevrolet Bolt, Audi e-tron,
Nissan Leaf, Kia Niro Electric

HEV Toyota Prius, Audi A3, Kia Niro

PHEV Volt, Mini Cooper SE, Volvo V60, Prius Prime, Volvo S60, Kia Niro Plug-in Hybrid

FCEV Honda Clarity, Toyota Mirai, Tucson
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2.5. Classification of Charging Infrastructure Based on Location-of-Charge

Based on the location-of-charge of the charging infrastructure, we identify three main
categories of charging facilities. Each of these facilities has different characteristics and
different levels of charging. An overview of the infrastructure classification is shown in
Figure 4.
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2.5.1. Home/Residential/Private Facilities

Residential facilities are currently the most common areas with highest EV penetration.
These facilities are built and owned by individuals or entities and are dedicated for personal
use or for use of an EV fleet owned by the individuals or entities. These chargers are located
in personal homes, parking lots in apartments, and special areas dedicated by the entities.
The chargers utilized for these types of facilities are usually level 1 or level 2 chargers. This
is because they have the advantage of time convenience. An EV user could have about 8 h
to fully charge the EV, although level 1 chargers are slow chargers. This saves costs insofar
as faster and more expensive chargers are not needed. Although more expensive, Plugless
Power [19] has developed a modular static wireless charger that could be installed for use
in homes.

2.5.2. Semi-Public Facilities

These are found in universities, malls, hospitals, and government offices, and acces-
sible only to EV users patronizing or working in these places. The chargers utilized in
these areas are usually level 1 and level 2, although some malls have fast chargers available.
Aside from these chargers, wireless chargers may also be available in these areas. An
example is the dynamic wireless charging system developed by KAIST on their campus [9].

2.5.3. Public Facilities

Public charging infrastructure can be found in areas accessible to everyone such as
dedicated areas around parks, petrol stations, public parking lots, and even on roads. Public
charging facilities have the highest penetration of fast and superfast charging facilities
due the relatively less time spent in these areas as compared to the home or residential
areas. Furthermore, the various types of wireless charging have a higher availability in this
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category than the other two areas (home and semi-public). This is because wireless charging
techniques are more expensive and they require a relatively larger space, especially in the
case of dynamic and quasi-dynamic wireless charging.

2.6. Classification of Charging Infrastructure Based on Charging/Refueling Technology
2.6.1. Wired Electric Vehicle Charging

Initial charging infrastructure for EVs was based on conductive charging. This charging
infrastructure makes use of charging cables to charge the EVs. These are usually located in
garages in the homes of owners, in offices, and in a few outdoor areas. This model requires
a long charging time for a substantial charge of the battery to be acquired. In addition, EVs
charged using this means require relatively larger battery sizes, which increases the weight
and cost of the EV. EVs that use conductive charging could either be BEV or PHEV.

Conductive charging is either AC or DC. The AC charging infrastructure has two
levels, with the third level still in development. Current fast chargers are DC level 3
chargers. Tesla’s DC level 3 charger, the supercharger, has an estimated charging rate
of up to 1000 miles per hour for Model 3 [20]. Apart from the Tesla supercharger, other
DC fast charging standards are the combined charging system (CCS), GB/T, and the
CHAdeMO [21,22]. The CHAdeMO standard is used in Japan, whereas the GB/T is the
DC fast charging standard in China. The CCS is the main standard in the US, Europe, and
the rest of the world. However, these different standards are increasingly being adopted
in different regions outside their main regions. The connectors for the various charging
system are shown in Figure 5.
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Tables 2–4 summarize the characteristics of AC and DC level chargers [24,25]. It is
worth noting that AC level 3 chargers are not fully developed and, therefore, level 3 chargers
usually refer to DC level 3 chargers. Table 5 gives examples of different EVs that use DC fast
charging [21,22,26].

Table 2. Characteristics of AC level chargers.

Charging Time Level Voltage Level
(V)

Power Level
(kW)

Maximum Current
(A)

PHEV: 7 h (0–full charge)
BEV: 17 h (20%–full charge) 1 120

120
1.4
1.9

12
16

PEV: 3 h (0–full charge)
BEV: 7 h (20%–full charge)

2

208–240 3.3

≤80PEV: 3 h (0–full charge)
BEV: 7 h (20%–full charge)

208–240

7

PEV: 3 h (0–full charge)
BEV: 7 h (20%–full charge) 20

3 * 240 (1-phase),
or 3-phase >20 >80

* AC level 3 chargers are not fully developed.
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Table 3. Characteristics of DC level chargers.

Charging Time Level Voltage Level
(V)

Power Level
(kW)

Maximum Current
(A)

PHEV: 22 min (0–80%)
BEV: 1.2 h (20%–full charge) 1 200–450 ≤36 80

PHEV: 10 min (0–80%)
BEV: 20 min (20%–full charge) 2 200–450 ≤90 ≤200

BEV: <10 min 3 200–600 240 ≤400

Table 4. AC and DC level connectors and their charging speeds.

Connector Type Level Locations Used Charging Speeds Range Added per Hour

J1771, Tesla 1(AC) Homes, offices,
public areas 3–5 miles/h 3–5 miles

J1771, Tesla 2(AC) Homes, offices,
public areas 12–80 miles/h 12–80 miles

Combined charging
system (Combo),
CHAdeMO, Tesla, GB/T

3(DC) Public areas 3–20 miles/min 75–1200 miles

Table 5. Charging standards and their key manufacturers.

Standard Regions Mainly Used Key Manufacturers Examples of EVs

Tesla Superchargers Used by Tesla vehicles only Tesla Model 3, Model S, Model X

CCS US, Europe, other parts
of the world

BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Audi,
Porsche, Ford, Volkswagen

Audi e-tron, BMW i3, Chevrolet Bolt,
Honda Clarity, Hyundai Kona, Jaguar
I-PACE, Kia Niro, Volkswagen e-Golf

CHAdeMO Japan Nissan, Mitsubishi,
Toyota, Subaru Kia Soul, Nissan LEAF, Nissan LEAF Plus

GB/T China SAIC Dongfeng, Geely, Chana,
Chery, GAC, FAW, BAIC, BYW All Chinese-made EVs

Publicly available chargers have increased at an impressive rate over the last few years.
Table 6 shows data from publicly available slow and fast chargers in selected countries.
Furthermore, the impressive rate of increase in EV public charger infrastructure is depicted
in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 6. Publicly available EV chargers as of 2021 [27].

Country Number of Slow Chargers Number of Fast Chargers 1

China 680,000 470,000
United States 92,000 22,000
Netherlands 80,000 2600

France 50,000 4500
Germany 40,000 9200

United Kingdom 30,000 7700
South Korea 90,000 15,000

1 Includes superfast chargers.
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2.6.2. Wireless Electric Vehicle Charging

The most common form of technique-based charging, the wired form of charging, still
retains EV problems such as time consumption, inconvenience in the use of wired chargers,
and the need for larger batteries, which increases the EV weight as well as cost. Wirelessly
charging EVs could resolve some of the problems associated with plug-in electric vehicles.
Wireless charging can reduce the high cost of large batteries through the utilization of
relatively smaller batteries, and solve range anxiety problems [9,28,29]. It is also very safe
and a more convenient way of charging since it eliminates the cables used in plug-in EVs.
Wireless charging systems utilize wireless power transfer technology, which is based on
inductive resonant coupling [30].
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Wireless charging of EVs could be classified into static [28,31–33], dynamic [29,32,34],
and quasi-dynamic [9,35]. Another form of classification uses the distance of travel of the
field, either near-field (inductive, magnetic resonance coupling, and permanent magnet
coupling) or far-field (microwave, laser) [29]. Under this classification, the most common
of these techniques is inductive wireless charging. This is because it has no resonant circuit
involved [36] and is less bulky as compared to magnetic resonance coupling systems,
making it easier to be installed at the bottom of EVs.

In static charging, EVs are wirelessly charged while parked close to the charging
piles or over the charging platform as shown in Figure 8. Static wireless charging has
the advantage of being situated in convenient and smaller areas such as parking lots and
garages. However, the EVs that use this type of charging require large capacities of batteries,
which increases the cost of the EV. This is because battery cost is a major contributor to the
rise in EVs’ price [6,7,9,37]. In addition, a major advantage it has over conductive charging
models is the lack of contact between the transmitter and receiver, therefore improving
the power supply transfer efficiency. Static wireless charging is the most popular wireless
charging principle. This type of wireless charging performs better because there is better
alignment between the power transmitters and the receivers of the EV [29]. In September
2020, an Israeli company, Electreon, successfully installed a static wireless charging system
at the Tel Aviv University train station bus terminal to charge the buses when they stop at
the terminals [38]. Moreover, Plugless Power has achieved several milestones in the field of
static wireless charging. It has developed 3.3 kW and 7.2 kW wireless charging systems,
which are available for purchase [19]. Plugless Power is also in the process of producing
the first wireless charging stations for the Tesla Model S EVs. The main disadvantage of
static wireless charging is that it still requires EVs to have large onboard batteries and it
takes a substantial amount of time to charge enough for a long travel distance.
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Dynamic wireless charging involves charging the EV while it is moving on the road.
In DWC, charging modules and pads are built underneath the roads to transfer power to
the moving vehicles through wireless technology. This invariably provides convenience
and reduces range anxiety, which are key factors in the increase in acceptance of electric
vehicles. Furthermore, with the ability to charge while driving, the need for large batteries
for electric vehicles could be eliminated, which would significantly reduce the cost of
the electric vehicles. The online electric vehicle system, created by the Korean Institute
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of Science and Technology, is a dynamic type of wireless charging technology that is
commercially available. The first online electric vehicle system was created in 2009, and a
second online electric vehicle system was created in 2012 for a bus shuttle system on the
Korean Institute of Science and Technology campus [37]. INDUCTEV has also developed
a 300 kW dynamic wireless charging system with an efficiency of 90% that is available
commercially [39]. One of the major drawbacks of the DWC is the very high cost of initial
investment for installing the charging infrastructure [9]. Another problem with dynamic
wireless charging is the efficiency of the power transfer as a result of coil misalignments
and the size of the charging pads [29]. Furthermore, the maintenance costs of the charging
pads can be high. Figure 9 shows the process of DWC of an EV.
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Quasi-dynamic wireless charging is a relatively newer approach compared to SWC
and DWC. In QWC, the electric vehicles are designated to charge for brief moments in
traffic stops or at bus stops [40].

QWC is sometimes referred to as static en route charging. This charging strategy aims
to find a trade-off between the advantages and disadvantages of both the SWC and DWC.
In theory, it is expected that this would eliminate range anxiety while reducing the total
amount spent on the charging infrastructure. There have been a few research projects
investigating the area of QWC [9,29,35]. In [35], a QWC model is proposed for a grid-to-
vehicle and V2G power transfer. The research in [9] presents a cost analysis for the initial
investment costs for SWC, DWC, and QWC. The QWC, as a result of its qualities, could
leverage the benefits of both the SWC and the DWC while minimizing their downsides.
In using QWC, the very high investment costs for building the charging infrastructure for
DWC, as well as the maintenance costs of the infrastructure, could be minimized. As a
result, the benefits achievable through QWC include convenience and reduced investment
costs, battery sizes, and EV purchase costs.
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Advances in Electric Vehicle Wireless Charging

Several research works have been conducted towards making the EV experience
worthwhile. The major reason for the advance of wireless charging of EVs is to provide
more convenience and improve the range anxiety issues for EV owners. These various
research works have focused mainly on improving the range anxiety phenomenon and
reducing the total costs of EV operation. These could be grouped under optimization-based
solution models and non-optimization-based solution models. Several optimization-based
models have been reported in the literature. Some of these models have focused on route
scheduling, as in [41,42]. In [41], Zhang et al. explored a charging scheme to minimize
system operation costs for an electric bus that is charged through wireless charging. Initially,
the average speeds of the buses were presumed and based on this, a scheduling algorithm
was formulated. Other optimization models focused on the placement and determining
the size of EV charging infrastructure. In [43], a network of multiple roads is considered.
The system is modelled as a nonlinear program (NLP) with a multi objective function
solved using particle swarm optimization. This optimization model aimed to find the best
compromise between the battery costs and infrastructure costs. However, the battery state-
of-charge model presented is too complex. The model also assumes that the batteries of
the EVs are all fully charged at the start of the journey. The optimal siting issue is resolved
in [44] by reducing the number of charging stations. The performance of this model is
assessed under power flow constraints. Even though electrical power flow equations are
non-linear, the power flow constraints were modelled as oversimplified linear models,
which could affect the accuracy of the model. The optimal allocation of charging stations
and distributed generation resources in a power network is presented in [45]. With the
integration of the charging stations and DGs, the authors also aimed at reducing the
losses within the power network. The main drawback with this proposed solution is the
manual allocation of the charging stations within the network. This is because, for power
networks with many buses, this would be impossible to implement. In [46], a mixed integer
model is developed to find the optimal place for DWC services as well as optimally size
the batteries for electric buses. The model developed assumed fully charged batteries at
the start of every trip. This assumption, however, is highly unlikely in practice. Energy
disseminators are employed in [47]. The purpose of these disseminators is to make energy
wirelessly available for EVs that need to charge on the road to improve driving range.
The approach exploits intervehicular communications to present a routing method for
EVs around the disseminators. The EVs that need to charge this way need to move at
constant speeds and pace themselves alongside the mobile disseminators in order to gain
a substantial charge. As a result, the charging process is slow and the total travel time of
the EVs also increases. An integrated EV DWC system is modeled using a multi-stage
framework. The design of a scheduling plan for a V2G application and the use of a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model to allocate power make up this multistage
framework [48]. First, an approach for the power tract placement is developed. Then, the
dynamic V2G scheduling scheme is formulated. Very few solutions have been provided in
non-optimization-based solution models. An IoT-based solution model is presented in [31].
This is a three-layered hierarchical model developed to enable communication between
wired charging, SWC, and DWC models. To enable charging reservations, as well as route
calculation of autonomous mobility of in-demand trips for connected autonomous EVs, the
authors in [31] also propose two message frames. On the other hand, not much focus has
been placed on QWC and the potential benefits it could bring in solving problems related
to EVs. In [29], Ahmad et al. present a comprehensive study of wireless power transfer
principles and the various developments in this field. The paper thoroughly discusses SWC
and DWC. However, a brief discussion is of QWC is presented. In [9], the cost analysis
of the initial investment in SWC, DWC, and QWC is presented. The objective function of
the QWC was attaining a minimum battery storage cost of the EV as well as the charger
costs at the base stations. The model included the base station charger costs because the
paper assumed that the EVs fully charge at the base stations before they leave. In practice,
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however, this assumption may not be valid, especially for public bus systems with a smaller
fleet that would have little time at the base station. In [35], the feasibility of DWC at traffic
stops is explored. The paper discusses fixed and variable charging scenarios of EVs. In
the fixed charging study, the BEVs charge at fixed power levels designated at the traffic
stops. In the second study, a varying charging rate is permitted depending on the SOC of
the EV. Even though this scenario could provide more flexibility than the fixed charging,
the battery SOC rate was limited to between 30% and 80%.

Classifications of Wireless Charging Models in the Literature

EV wireless charging research has largely focused on four main areas. These areas are
as stated below:

1. Optimal allocation and sizing of charging stations;
2. Power electronics;
3. Communications;
4. Optimal scheduling and routing.

In each category, various research has targeted different objectives. In Table 7, a
summary of some of the objectives of these research works is presented.

Table 7. Categories of wireless charging models in the literature.

Classification Objective References

Optimal allocation
and sizing of EV
charging stations

Minimize cost between power transmitter
allocation and battery size [6]

Minimize total losses, maximize DG [44]
EV charging station, and ESS penetration [49]
Minimize battery, inverter, and cable costs [43]

Optimal scheduling
and routing

Maximize the total residual energy [50]
Minimize system operating costs for
wireless electric bus system [1]

Routing algorithm to extend battery
longevity and driving range [51]

Minimize energy consumption of Evs [52]
A review [53]

Communication

Communication between wired and
wireless charging systems through IoT [31]

Mobile edge computing model for
predicting charging station availability [54]

Coordinated communication
framework for EV charging management [55]

Power electronics Optimal coil design [56,57]

2.6.3. Battery Swapping Infrastructure

Battery swapping charging infrastructure provides an option for EV users to exchange
their expended batteries for recharged batteries. This charging infrastructure reduces
the longer charging times associated wired and static wireless charging infrastructure,
which could drive the faster adoption of EVs. The major issues plaguing the current low
penetration of these stations include the lack of standardization of EV batteries across the
world. Other EV users also worry about the potential of exchanging their faultless batteries
with faulty ones [58]. The huge cost of investment to purchase and store batteries for these
swapping stations is another issue. This played a key part in the USD 1 billion bankruptcy
of the US battery swapping startup Better Place [58]. EV market giant Tesla also worried
about these issues and the scalability of battery swapping stations, and dropped its battery
swapping infrastructure plans after a pilot in California in 2013 [59,60]. The market for
this infrastructure is steadily growing with major investment within the last few years,
although most of this have been in two- and three-wheelers. To address the standardization
problem of battery swapping stations, Gachaco—consisting of Honda, Suzuki, Kawasaki,
and Yamaha—has launched a service of replaceable standardized batteries [61].
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In relation to four-wheeled vehicle infrastructure, steady progress is also being made,
especially in China, with about 1400 stations [58]. The Chinese company Nio is currently
leading the battery swapping infrastructure systems for four-wheeled EVs with a success-
fully implemented system in China. Nio plans to have about 5000 stations around the
world, up from 800 stations, by 2025 [58]. Nio, in collaboration with Geely, battery tech
maker Aulton, and oil producer Sinopec, intends to expand the battery swapping network
to 24,000 stations by 2025 [62,63]. Nio is currently expanding outside China and opened its
first battery swapping station in Germany in September 2022 [61]. The US startup Ample
have also begun the deployment of swapping stations, with seven stations currently in the
US. Plans to expand outside the US are underway, with deployment already beginning in
Madrid in collaboration with Uber and Repsol [62].

2.6.4. Hydrogen Refueling Infrastructure

Several governments and agencies are taking steps to improve infrastructure for
FCEVs. The H2ME initiative of several EU countries aims to provide over 45 hydrogen
refueling stations in anticipation of a mature market for FCEVs by 2025 [64]. Currently,
stations in 39 locations are available, with 9 more in development under the H2ME initiative.
The US has a substantial number of stations in 55 locations, all in California [14]. With
two and one refueling station locations in British Columbia and Quebec, respectively,
Canada has a total of five refueling station locations according to US Department of Energy
data [14]. This, in comparison with other alternative fuels in the US and Canada, is shown
in Figure 10. However, according to [65], which tracks hydrogen refueling stations available
worldwide, these numbers are much higher, with up to 685 hydrogen refueling stations
available worldwide at the end of 2021 in 33 different countries. The number of these
stations in selected countries is shown in Figure 11.
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3. Energy Resources for EV Applications

Electric vehicles could be powered by energy stored in batteries only, as in the case of
BEVs, by hydrogen fuel in the case of FCEVs, and a combination of energy from batteries
and fossil fuels in the case of HEV and PHEVs. In this section, we focus on the energy
resources from batteries and hydrogen, which account for the zero tailpipe emissions of
EVs. These classifications are shown in Figure 12.
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Based on their recharging capabilities, batteries can be grouped into primary and
secondary batteries. Primary batteries cannot be recharged after being fully discharged,
whereas secondaries batteries can be recharged. Therefore, practically speaking, secondary
batteries are the obvious choices for EV applications. The most popular batteries used in EV
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applications are lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, nickel-based batteries (nickel metal hydride
(NiMH) and nickel cadmium (NiCd)) and lead acid [66].

3.1. Lead Acid

Gaston Planté developed the first lead acid battery in 1859 and it was the first battery
to be considered rechargeable. They are produced using grids and electrodes made of lead.
Lead oxide, along with the electrolyte, the positive electrode, and the negative electrode,
participates in the electrochemical charging or discharging of this battery [67].

3.2. Nickel-Based
3.2.1. Nickel Cadmium

These batteries are made through the deposition of an active material inside a porous
nickel electrode. These batteries have the disadvantage of low range and relatively high
cost [68]. The plastic containers for Ni-Cd batteries are constructed from polypropylene,
polystyrene, and flame-retardant plastics. These are of preference in comparison with other
metal-based counterparts. They bring the advantages of high corrosion resistance, less
weight, and their electrolyte level can be easily visually managed [66].

3.2.2. Nickel Metal Hydride

The nickel metal hydride is an improved form of the nickel cadmium battery. The
cathode is often created through the impregnation or pasting of nickel compounds onto
foam nickel or a highly porous sintered substrate, whereas the anode is frequently a
nickel foil or grid perforated and covered with a hydrogen storage alloy. These batteries
have a comparatively significant improvement in energy density. They are also more
environmentally friendly as compared to the nickel cadmium batteries [69–71].

3.3. Lithium-Ion

These batteries were introduced in the 1990s, with better advantages of greater range
(about thrice that of the lead acid) and a high specific energy [44]. The anode is often a
perforated nickel foil or grid coated with a hydrogen storage alloy, whereas the cathode
is frequently constructed of a highly porous sintered substrate or foam nickel. Li-ion
batteries have a broad operating temperature range (0 to 45 ◦C for charging and −40 to
65 ◦C for discharging), a high cycle life (more than 1000 cycles), high efficiency, and a low
self-discharge rate (2–8% per month) [66,72].

3.4. Hydrogen Fuel Cell

The US Department of Energy classifies hydrogen as an alternative fuel together with
others such as biodiesel, biobutanol, and ethanol [14]. The application of hydrogen in EVs
is still in a budding stage compared to other fuel sources, with far fewer FCEVs on the
market. This is evident from the comparison of alternative fuel stations shown in Figure 10.

Hydrogen can be produced through several ways such as electrolysis, gasification,
steam forming, and fermentation [14,73]. Hydrogen produced through electrolysis has
a higher purity of over 99%, as compared to using fossil sources—through gasification
and steam forming—of over 90% [73]. Several processes can be used to purify hydrogen
for fuel cell (FC) applications, as reported in [74]. The share of sources used for hydro-
gen production is shown in Figure 13, with fossil fuels making up the overwhelming
majority [73].
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The research in [75] identifies six different technologies of fuel cells. These are the
alkaline fuel cell, direct methanol fuel cell, molten carbonate solid oxide, phosphoric acid,
and polymeric electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell. The PEM is the most common type of
FC used in EV applications. An anode, cathode, and electrolyte membrane are components
of the FC. By transferring hydrogen via the anode and oxygen through the cathode, it
generates an electric current. An electrochemical process takes place in the FC catalyst,
causing the hydrogen molecules to split into protons and electrons. While the electrons are
propelled through the circuit as an electric current, the protons flow through the porous
electrolyte membrane. Protons, electrons, and oxygen mix at the cathode to form water
molecules on the cathode side after being compelled to go through an external circuit to
power the EV [14,76]. This process is shown in Equations (1) and (2). A simple diagram of
a fuel cell is shown in Figure 14.

H2 → 2H+ + 2e− (1)

0.5O2 + 2H + 2e− → H2O (2)
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Table 8 compares key features of different classes of energy resources that are involved
in EV applications.

Table 8. Comparison of key features of energy resources used in EV applications.

Type Energy Density Cycle Life
(Cycles)

Cost
USD/kWh

Self-Discharge Rate
(%/Month)

Charging/Discharging
Efficiency

Nominal Cell
Voltage

Lead acid 35–40 Wh/kg
80–90 Wh/L [72] 1500–5000 [72] 150–200 3–20 [77] 50–95% [78] 2.1 V [79]

Lithium-ion 150–180 Wh/kg
300–350 Wh/L [72] 1000–5000 600–800 [72] 0.35–2.5 [80] 80–90% [81] 3.6/3.7/3.8/3.85 V

Nickel-cadmium 50–150 Wh/L 2000 400–1000 [66,71] 10 70–90% [81] 1.2 V

Nickel
metal hydride 140–300 Wh/L 180–2000 [69,70] 83–400 [66,72] 13.9–70.7 at room temp.

36.4–97.8 at 45 ◦C 66–92% [82,83] 1.2 V

Fuel cell (PEM) 112.2–770 kWh/m3 [84] 70–13,000 [84] 35–45% [75]
60% [14] 1.2 V [85]

4. Future Outlook and Insight

In this section, we discuss the future prospects of EV infrastructure and the expected
growth towards transportation electrification and several governments’ plan of climate action.

Battery costs can form up to a third of the total cost of an EV [6]. However, the
cost of batteries has been steadily reducing as more research and innovation have pro-
gressed. Battery pack prices reduced by 89% between 2010 and 2021 to an average of
132 USD/kWh [86,87]. Global vehicle manufacturers are also investing more in solid-state
battery technologies, which could further reduce the cost of battery packs in the coming
years. Nissan is currently planning to unveil a solid-state battery EV by 2028 [86].

With a growth rate of 20.2%, battery swapping infrastructure could reach a market value
of USD 811.5 million by 2030 [61]. The expansion of the hugely successful Chinese company
Nio is a huge boost in this sector. Nio is currently launching in Germany, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, and plans to launch in the U.S. market by 2025 [58]. The
expansion of the US startup Ample is also an encouraging sight for this sector.

Hydrogen refueling infrastructure availability is currently on the ascendancy, with
the Asian market leading the way. The H2ME of European countries could prove vital
in the expansion of hydrogen refueling infrastructure for the higher adoption of EVs.
Data from [65] suggest several stations are under construction worldwide. It is, therefore,
expected that the number of refueling hydrogen stations will continue to increase, making
the penetration and adoption FCEVs easier and faster.

China continues to dominate the world in the number of publicly accessible chargers.
It has around 85% of the fast chargers and 55% of the slow chargers on the entire planet.
This reflects both China’s established leadership in the EV market and the country’s
characteristically densely populated metropolitan cities [64]. It is expected that China
will continue to lead in this regard over the next years. However, policies such us the US
infrastructure bill would significantly improve the charging infrastructure in the US by
providing 500,000 public chargers by 2030 [11]. In addition, the aim of the US government
of having 100 percent zero-emission vehicles by 2035 provides further optimism towards
transportation electrification and climate action [88].

The commitment of more countries towards infrastructure development provides
optimism towards EV adoption in the world’s attempt to combat greenhouse emissions
and climate change.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a review of the main problems that affect electric vehicle adoption,
which are charging infrastructure availability and energy resources, is presented. We
discuss various charging infrastructure types based on the location-of-charge and the
charging technology. An expansive review of these infrastructures is presented together
with an outlook into their future. In addition, a review of the energy resources required
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for electric vehicles is also presented. The key features of energy resources (batteries and
fuel cells) that affect their performance are presented. This work provides information that
could benefit other researchers interested in electric vehicle charging infrastructures and
their development.
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